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Dark matter candidates
• The vast majority of terrestrial searches over the past 3 decades have focused on two candidates:

• Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs)
• Axions
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• The vast majority of terrestrial searches over the past 3 decades have focused on two candidates:
• Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs)
• Axions

• But… a much larger set of models is consistent with astrophysical observations
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• But… a much larger set of models is consistent with astrophysical observations

This talk
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Model independent search
• Thinking big, one can at least imagine what a model-independent terrestrial search for dark matter might 

look like
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Carney et al., "Proposal for gravitational direct detection of dark matter,” PRD 102, 072003 
(2020), arXiv:1903.00492 

Gravitational impulse: Array of sensors:

• For sufficiently heavy dark matter (𝑚! ≳ 𝑚"#) this might be possible, at least in principle

• Measurement limits are a key issue à need >30 dB beyond the SQL!!! (see next talk by Dan Carney)
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Optomechanical systems
• Gravitational detection itself (if possible) requires 

substantial advances beyond the current state-of-the-art

• Existing optomechanical systems can already search for 
dark matter coupling to matter via stronger forces

• Although here I will focus on optically levitated 
nanogram mass spheres, many options!
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For more details: "Mechanical Quantum Sensing in the Search for Dark 
Matter,” Quant. Sci. Tech. 6 024002 (2021), arXiv:2008.06074

See also Windchime collaboration, e.g.:
Blanco et al., arXiv:2112.14784

Standard Model (20% of matter) Dark matter (80% of matter)

𝜒

+ new gauge interactions?
+ composite particles?
+ …?

X

Weak 
mixing, 𝜀

A A’
New bosons

𝜙"#$

Gravity

Aspelmeyer et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 86, 1391 (2014)

Levitated objects ~pg to mg
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Experimental setup
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• Optical trap capable of levitating spheres with r ~ 0.5-15 μm
(limited by heating from optical absorption)

• Microspheres are trapped with ~1-100 mW trapping laser 
power 

• Trapping times longer than one month at pressure ~10-8 mbar 
Photo of experimental setup:
Vacuum 
chamber Output imaging opticsInput optics

Trapping laser 
(1064 nm)

Imaging laser 
(532 nm)

SiO2

~10 μm

Applied force or 
impulse
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Schematic of detection principle:
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Experimental sequence
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Piezoelectric 
stack

Quartz 
cantilever

Lens 
coverslip

1 cm

10 μm

Step 1: Trap sphere (~1 mbar)
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Experimental sequence
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Piezoelectric 
stack

Quartz 
cantilever

Lens 
coverslip

1 cm

10 μm

Step 1: Trap sphere (~1 mbar)

Pump to        
≲10-7 mbar

E ~ 1 V/mm

qinit >104 e-

Monteiro et al., PRA 101, 053835, 
arXiv:2001.10931(2020)

Step 2: Electrically neutralize
~1-10 mm

25 m
m
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frequency 
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Step 3: Stabilize spin

p0

𝜔~𝑀𝐻𝑧

Monteiro et al., PRA 97, 051802(R),
arXiv:1803.04297 (2018)

Spin to >MHz 
frequency 

Monteiro et al., PRA 101, 053835, arXiv:2001.10931(2020)
Monteiro et al., PRA 96, 063841, arXiv:1711.04675 (2017)

Out-of-loop 
sensor

𝟓𝟎 ± 𝟐𝟐 𝝁K

Step 4: Cool center-of-mass mode

Active feedback 
cooling to <100 𝜇K
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Applications to fundamental physics
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• Searches for “fifth forces”:

• Tests of Newton’s law 

• Tests of Coulomb’s law

• Neutrality of matter:

• Millicharged dark matter particles

• Charge quantization

• Detection of small impulses:

• Nuclear recoils from 𝛼/𝛽 decays

• Kinematic detection of dark matter

Afek et al., arXiv:2012.08169 (2021), DCM et al., PRL 113 251801, arXiv:1408:4396 (2014)

See also:  PRL 117, 101101, arXiv:1604.04908 (2016)

(a) (b) 

15
 m

m

VDC 

VAC 

GND 

1 mm

2 mm

VAC = 10 kV    
@ ~10-100 Hz

Malyzhenkov et al., PRA 98, 052103 (2018)

Afek et al., Phys. Rev. D 104, 012004 (2021), arXiv:2012.08169

Monteiro et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 181102 (2020), arXiv:2007.12067
Carney et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 127, 061804 (2021), arXiv:2104.05737
Afek et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 128, 101301 (2022) ,arXiv:2111.03597
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Kinematic detection of dark matter
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• Levitated microspheres can already search for certain classes of heavy DM that could 
interact with matter via a new long-range force

• Cool microsphere’s motion and search for impulses from passing DM particles

Assume dark matter interacts with matter 
via some generic new force:

𝑉 = 𝛼+𝑁+
𝑒,-#.

𝑟
(Yukawa potential for boson 𝜙 with mass 𝑚!)

Coupling to a 
single neutron

Number of neutrons

Trapped, cooled, spin-stabilized ng 
sphere (kbTcm ~ 20 neV)

Monteiro et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 181102 (2020), arXiv:2007.12067 

Schematic of measurement principle:

Huge enhancement in the coherent 
scattering cross section: 

� / N2
n ⇠ 1029!
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Kinematic detection of dark matter
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• Levitated microspheres can already search for certain classes of heavy DM that could 
interact with matter via a new long-range force

• Cool microsphere’s motion and search for impulses from passing DM particles

Trapped, cooled, spin-stabilized ng 
sphere (kbT ~ 20 neV)

Monteiro et al., PRL 125, 181102 (2020), arXiv:2007.12067 

Schematic of measurement principle:

Example model: bound states of 
asymmetric dark matter (ADM)
• DM has attractive, long-range self-

interaction
• Particles aggregate into clumps with 

possibly large number of constituents
• Interacts with matter, e.g., via coupling 

to baryon minus lepton number (B–L) 

Example models:
Wise & Zhang (2014a, 2014b)
Krnjaic & Sigurdson (2014)
Gresham, Lou, & Zurek (2017, 2018)
Grabowska, Melia, & Rajendran (2018)

Direct detection prospects:
Coskuner, Grabowski, Knapen, & 
Zurek (2018)
Hardy, Lasenby, March-Russell & West 
(2015)
Butcher, Kirk, Monroe, & West (2016)

𝜙$%&

𝛼' → 𝑔'𝑔(𝑁(

𝑁' = # of neutrons
𝑁( = # of DM constituents

𝑔'

𝑔(

Huge enhancement in the coherent 
scattering cross section: 

� / N2
n ⇠ 1029!
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Dark matter search
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• Acquired 5 days of dark matter search data in June 2020, four candidate events remain in 
non-Gaussian tail of distribution after all cuts

• Conservatively set limits on neutron coupling assuming candidates could arise from DM

Measured spectrum of impulses:

All reconstructed events

After accelerometer, 
"lab-entry” cuts

After all 
cuts

Observed data
Predicted DM signal:
↵n = 8.5⇥ 10�8, MX = 5⇥ 103 GeV, m� = 0.1 eV

<latexit sha1_base64="xAVIc7iTugmRTMe6yUApiSTz6vo=">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</latexit>

Limits on generic DM-neutron coupling:

Mediator mass:

Monteiro et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 181102 (2020), arXiv:2007.12067 



Monteiro et al., PRL 125, 181102 (2020), arXiv:2007.12067 

Example composite DM constraint:

100% of D
M10% of D

M

These results 
(5 ng day)

Model-dependent bounds 
from Eot-Wash (gD ~ 1)
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Comparison to WIMP searches
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• For sufficiently light mediators and large composite particles, many orders-of-magnitude 
more sensitive than existing and future WIMP detectors

• Also exceed (model-dependent) bounds from Eot-Wash that limit gn

XENON1T, LUX, SuperCDMS, … (several ton year)

Ambitious future detector for low 
mass WIMPs, e.g. superfluid He

(1 kg yr @ 1 meV)



Projected low-mass DM sensitivity:
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Coherent scattering from nanospheres
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• For smaller spheres, much lower recoil thresholds can 
be obtained (at the cost of reduced target mass)

• Coherence over entire sphere possible even for short-
range interactions for ~15 nm spheres

~200 nm spheres 
(nuclear coherence only)

~15 nm spheres 
(full coherence)

Afek et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 128, 
101301 (2022) ,arXiv:2111.03597

DM scattering from nanosphere array:

Physics “Viewpoint”: 
https://physics.aps.org/articles/v15/32
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Future sensitivity
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• First proof-of-principle search can already explore 
new classes of DM models

• Next steps:
• Continue to push towards SQL (and possibly beyond)
• Extend to objects as small as 15 nm
• Develop large arrays of sensors, and longer exposures

Wang et al. npj Quantum Inf 6, 54 (2020) D. Grier and Y. Roichman Appl. Optics 
45, 880 (2006)

Atoms: Microspheres (fluid):
Tweezer 
arrays:

Initial search

100 sphere array x 1 year (c
urrent noise)

Projected sensitivity (light mediator):

Composite
 only

Composite or 
single particles

100 sphere array x 1 year (S
QL)

Quantum Sci. Tech. 6 
014008 (2021)

Aspen – March 23, 2022  

Molecules:

Anderegg et al., Science. 365, 1156 (2019)

Microspheres (vacuum), Yale:

Projected sensitivity (heavy mediator):

PRL 128, 101301 
(2022)40 um
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Molecules:

Anderegg et al., Science. 365, 1156 (2019)

Microspheres (vacuum), Yale:

Projected sensitivity (heavy mediator):

PRL 128, 101301 
(2022)40 um

Natural directionality à any detection would be 
definitive!
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Other long-range interactions
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• Are there other classes of long-range 
forces through which DM might interact?

• A second common example is weak 
mixing between photon and “dark photon”:

Standard Model (20% of matter) Dark matter (80% of matter)

𝜒

+ new gauge interactions?
+ composite particles?
+ …?

X

Weak 
mixing, 𝜀

A A’
New bosons
𝜙"#$

Gravity

à 𝑞! = 𝜀𝑒 for 𝜀 ≪ 1

• Single trapped electrons (or ions) at SQL are best option 
for forces coupling to charge
• q/m ratio at least 106 times higher than a nanosphere

• Slow electrons (e.g. secondaries from cosmic rays) may 
also eventually be of interest for ion-based qubits

Schematic of millicharged dark matter 
detection with trapped electron:

See also, e.g., for superconducting qubits:
Vepsäläinen et al., “Impact of ionizing radiation on superconducting qubit coherence” 
Nature 584, 551-556 (2020), arXiv:2001.09190.
McEwen et al., “Resolving catastrophic error bursts from cosmic rays in large arrays of 
superconducting qubits,” (2021) arXiv:2104.05219.

D. Carney et al., "Trapped electrons and ions as particle detectors,” Phys. 
Rev. Lett. 127, 061804 (2021), arXiv:2104.05737

See also:  Budker et al., “Millicharged dark matter detection with ion traps,” 
PRX Quantum 3, 010330 (2022)



Mass vs. charge constraints:

Schematic of measurement principle:
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Bound millicharged DM
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• Millicharged DM may also thermalize and form such 
bounds states, evading detection
• E.g, e and pà stable atoms

• Large terrestrial densities can be accrued over 
astrophysical timescales!

• Trapped microspheres also set world’s best constraints 
on bound millicharged DM in terrestrial matter

Stable bound states with nuclei

Fr
ac

tio
na

l c
ha

rg
e

Parameter space for bound state formation:

mCP particle mass
M. Pospelov and H. Ramani, “Earth-bound Milli-charge Relics” 

Phys. Rev. D 103, 115031 (2021), arXiv:2012.03957

Search with trapped 
microspheres 

Afek et al., PRD 104, 012004 (2021), arXiv:2012.08169
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Summary
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• Optomechanical systems may provide completely new methods for searching for dark 
matter in terrestrial detectors

• We have recently performed searches for mechanical recoils from passing dark matter 
and relic millicharged particles bound in matter

• Other optomechanical systems may also open new possibilities for DM searches
• Ultimate goal of gravitational only detection is still far away, but might in principle be 

possible – lots of interesting searches on the way there!


